1.
Introductio n Relational programming is a method of programming based on th e use of a a relational calculus . It is well known that almost an y data structure can be described by a relation . In effect, then , any operation on relations can be thought of as an operation o n data structures . Therefore, the high level relational operator s provided by a relational calculus provide a source of high leve l operations for manipulating nonlinear data structures .
Backus [1] has described the advantages of programming wit h functionals, that is, with functions which operate on other functions . r'unctionals allow the high level combination of program s to yield new programs . However, since every function is a relation, every relational operator is in effect a functional . Therefore, the same set of operators that are used for manipulating data can also be used for manipulating programs . The resul t is great economy of linguistic mechanism in combination wit h powerful means of manipulating both code and data .
A final goal in the development of relational programmin g has been the attempt to find a means of programming that permit s practical proofs of real programs . The fact that relations ar e mathematically tractable, and that there is an well-develope d theory of relations, has encouraged this study .
Backgroun d
Relational programming has been based on naive set theory . Thi s is the set theory that most people are exposed to in ever y mathematics class from freshman calculus on . It is hoped that b y basing this programming method on a simple and well-know n mathematical basis, it will be more understandable to peopl e without an extensive mathematical background .
There are three sorts of objects with which relational programs deal : individuals, sets, and binary relations . The individuals are the indivisible data values with which we compute . Typically they will include integers, real numbers, characters , and Boolean values . Both the sets and the relations may b e either finite or infinite ; the latter being represented on a finite computer using intensional methods [4] We use the notation xeS to mean that x is a member of th e set S, and xRy to mean that the pair <x,y> is a member of th e relation R . The functional notation Fx denotes the unique y (i f it exists) such that xFy .
In general spaces and the case o f letters will be used to improve readability .
Parentheses ar e used for grouping in the usual way .
. Relations and Function s

.1 Funetional s
Since every function is a relation, every operation on relation s is also an operation on functions, i .e ., a functional . In thi s section we will investigate several relational operators and sho w that they have useful functional interpretations .
The relative product operation on relations performs th e composition of functions . That is ,
The union operation, when applied to functions, combines them . This is most useful when the functions have disjoint domains .
For example,
(We write 'dom f' for the domain of f . )
If the functions do not have disjoint domains, the ordere d union, or overlaying operation, f/g, is often useful :
, otherwis e
That is, the pairs in f supercede the corresponding pairs in g .
The converse of a relation, when applied to a function, produces the inverse function . That is ,
Notice that this operation is always defined since a relatio n always has a converse . Of course, the inverse of a function wil l be a function only if the original function was one-to-one . Nevertheless, because the converse is always defined it satisfie s simpler properties .
The restrictions are useful operations on relations ; the y define subrelations of the given relation whose members satisfy a given property . When applied to functions, the restrictio n operations limit the domain, range, or both the domain and rang e of a function . They are defined :
where s is any set . As will be shown later, the restrictio n operations are often useful for constructing conditionals .
The image operation, when applied to a function, gives th e image of a set under that function . This is defined :
The parallel application operation applies functions t o corresponding elements ofa sequence :
The dual _application or construction operation applies severa l functions to one argument, returning a sequence of the results :
This is equivalent to Backus' construction operation, [f,g] .
The closure operators effectively iterate the application o f a function . The transitive and non-transitive closures ar e defined :
where f n means the composition of f with itsilf n imes . Thu s the result of f + (x) is whichever of f (x), f (x), . . . ar e defined .
(If more than one are defined we can use the restriction operations to pick the one we want . )
.2 Control Structure s
So far in the development of relational programming there ha s been no need to introduce control structures in the conventiona l sense . This is because the relational operators are adequate to express most control flow situations . For example, suppose w e wish to apply f(x) if x satisfies s and g(x) otherwise ; this i s effectively a conditional construction . It can be written thi s way using the relational operators :
This is equivalent to (s • f) 1 (non s -> g ) ('non s' returns the complement of the set s .) In other words , the domain oY f is restricted to those things that do satisfy s and the domain of g is restricted to those things that don' t satisfy s . This can be diagramed like this : f g The s and s can be thought of as filters on the inputs of f an d g . Since they are mutually exclusive, it is guaranteed that a t most one value will be produced for each value put in .
The relational equivalent of loops are constructed from th e closure and restriction operators . Consider this function :
The application of s ->f will be iterated one or more times , which means that f will be applied one or more times, as long a s its input satisfies s . An output from this process is allowe d only if it doesn't satisfy s . We can diagram this function :
This is the equivalent of a repeat-until loop in Pascal . Simila r expressions loop zero or more times, like a Pascal while loop .
.Relations Obey Simple Law s
One of the reasons we have investigated relational programming i s that it simplifies reasoning about programs . This is becaus e relations obey many simple laws . For example ,
is true for all relations ; it is only true for functions that ar e one-to-one .
.4 Multiple-Valued Function s
A relation can be thought of as a multiple-valued function . Tha t is, there may be several y such that xFy . Functional approache s to programming often exclude multiple-valued functions and nonc e deterministic functions, even though these are often benign .
Relational programming deals naturally with multiple valued functions . ror example, suppose that g(x) is multiple-valued, e .g . , there are three values, a, b, and c, such that xga, xgb, and xgc . Then it is perfectly meaningful to writ e even though g is not single-valued at x . This can be visualized :
x- We will now turn to the representation of data by relations an d the high-level data manipulation functions provided by the relational operators . Although there are several ways that data ca n be represented by relations, one of the simplest is by fin_it e functions, i .e ., functions containing a finite number of pairs . This representation is particularly suitable for arrays an d records . For example, A(i) is analogous to a subscripting operation, but in relational terms it is the application of an array A to its index i . Similarly, z(re) is analogous to a field selection operation z .re, but in relational terms it is also just th e application of a function to an argument .
The value of viewing data in this way is that it makes dat a structures amenable to the relational operat?rs . For example , the converse operator inverts a structure . A (x) returns th e index of the array Tlement whose value is x . If x occurs severa l times in A then A is multiple-valued . We can get a._ iet of al l the indices where x occurs by taking the image : img A (x) .
The relative product or composition operation can be use d for many purposes, such as permuting arrays . If P is a permutation function (a bijection from the index set into itself), the n A .P is the corresponding permutation of A . This operation ca n also be used for "cascading" data structures .
For example, if 'address' is a table such that address(n) is the address of th e variable named n, and 'value' is a table such that value(a) i s the value contained by location a, then 'value .address' is a cascaded table such that value .address(n) is the value of the variable named n .
The restriction operation can be used to define substructures, For example, suppose that M is a finite functio n representing a two-dimensional matrix, which we can subscript b y M(i,j) . That is, M is a function that takes pairs of integer s into the corresponding matrix elements . If I and J are inde x sets, the submatrix of M corresponding to these index values i s just (IXJ) ->M, since this restricts the first and secon d indices of M to be in I and J respectively .
The union operation can be used to combine data structures . For example, if S and T are tables, then SIT is a table that contains the entries of both S and T . Also, if U and V are tw o arrays with consecutive index sets (which is not hard t o arrange), then UIV is the catenation of U and V . That is, S { <a,b>, <b,c>, <c,d> I . Next we consider th e effect of the relational operators on such a sequence .
The converse of S is that relation S -1 , where yS a1 x if an d only if xSy .
The effect is to reverse the arrows :
S -1 so it can be seen that S -1 is just the reverse of S .
Like all relations, a sequence can be thought of as a function . The effect of functional application is to follow an arro w from one element 1 of the sequence to 2 another, e .g ., c S(b ) and b S (c) . Of course, S goes two links :
and so forth .
The restriction operation can be used to define subsequence s of a given sequence . For example, S<>P defines the subsequenc e of S all of whose elements satisfy the predicate P . That is, i f P is the set of positive numbers, then this restriction has jus t the positive members of S .
The union operation can be used in various ways to combin e sequences .
'or example, to catenate the sequences S and T we ca n write S 1 (last S, first T) I T This combines S and T with a third relation which is a sequenc e from the last element of S to the first element of T .
Finally, we can use the domain functions to find distinguished elements of a sequence . For example, the initia l members of a sequence (of which there is exactly one) are thos e members that have an arrow leaving them, but not pointing a t them . In other words the initial members are the elements of th e domain that are not in the range :
its initial members, init(T), and the leaves are the initia l members of the converse relation, init(T ) . The latter ar e usually called terminal members .
Notice that T(n) follows an arrow from node n, which may b e multiple-valued . For example, T(b) could be d or e . Therefore , it is better to ask for all the descendents of a node n, which i s just the image of T applied to n : descendents(n) img T (n) .
HigherLevels of Abstractio n
The relational programming style is open ended and easily admit s even higher levels of abstraction . Observe that the relationa l operators are themselves functions (in particular, functionals) . Therefore, these functions can be manipulated and combined by th e relational operators . Therefore, higher level operators can b e built without the use of a "formal" (i .e ., data based) representation, such as that used in LISP or Backus's FFP system [1] . This is a natural outgrowth of the fact that relational programming deals with a single kind of entities, relations, and use s them for all purposes . Second and higher level functionals hav e not been seriously investigated yet, although they seem to aris e naturally from the attempt to eliminate variables .
Exampl e
In this section we present a short example of relational programming . Let T be a finite function representing a piece of text . That is, T(i) is the i-th word of the text . Our goal will be t o define a frequency table F such that F(w) is the number o f occurrences of worI w in T . If w does not occur in T then F(w ) 0 . Consider T (w) ; this is a multiple-valued function whos e value ~i.s an index in T at which w occurs . Therefore , img T ({w}) is the set of all indices at which w occurs . T o find out the number of occurrences of w all we need to know i s the size of this set, which is determined by the size function : "Frequency" mean s make-set then image inverse text then size .
Statu s
In this section we summarize the current status of our investigation into relational programming .
The operators are undergoing a continuing refinement . W e began with the operators defined by Russell and Whitehead [10 ] and Carnap [2] . As the requirements of using a relational calculus for programming have emerged, we have modified the meanin g of several of their operators, dropped some, and added others .
The notation is also undergoing a continuing evolution, a s is apparent in any comparison with our earlier reports [5, 6] . The notation used in this paper is more in conformity wit h mathematical custom and is easier to read and type . We anticipate that this evolution will continue ; it would be premature t o freeze it at this time .
In an attempt to better assess the value of relational programming, we have begun the implementation of several tria l applications . One of these is a table-driven syntax-directededitor and generator of the type described in [7] .
The resultin g relational program is about a page long ; it is described i n detail in [8] .
We nave consciously avoided allowing implementation considerations to influence the early development of relational programming . This is because we did not want to prejudice the stud y by particular assumptions about machine architecture . Rather, w e have hoped that the investigation of relational programming wil l guide us to the machines we should be building . Recently, however, we have begun the investigation of some possible representations of relations along with an analysis of the complexity o f the corresponding algorithms . This study is reported in [3] .
Finally, we have begun the implementation of simple extensional and intensional representations and implementations of th e relational operators . The goal here is to provide a system t o allow "hands-on" experience with relational programming . This i s a necessary part of the evaluation of any new programming style .
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